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Talk summary

Trends in multicore architectures point to an ever-increasing number of cores available on a single chip. Moore’s Law predicts an exponential increase in integrated circuit density; in the past, this increase in circuit density has translated into higher single-stream performance, but recently single-stream performance has plateaued and industry has turned to adding cores to increase processor performance. In a few years, multicore computer clusters have gone from esoteric to commonplace.

Given exponential scaling, it will not be long before chips with hundreds of cores are standard, with thousands of cores following close behind. This new architecture trend is providing an exciting opportunity for exploring different research directions in scaling operating systems. At the same time, a similar, independent trend can be seen in the growth of cloud computing. Rather than consolidating a large number of cores on a single chip, cloud computing consolidates multicore machines within a data center. There is much commonality between constructing OSs for clouds and multicore architectures, such as large-scale resource management, heterogeneity, and possible lack of widespread shared memory. These similarities allow operating systems to be designed for both multicore and cloud computers.

The primary question facing OS designers over the next ten years will be: What is the correct design of OS services that will scale up to hundreds or thousands of cores? We argue that the structure of monolithic OSs is fundamentally limited in how they can address this problem. In contrast, our work explored a novel factored structure for the OS, which we dubbed fos for “factored operating system.” The structure of fos brings scalability concerns to the forefront by decomposing an OS into services, and then parallelizing within each service. To facilitate the conscious consideration of scalability, fos system services are moved into userspace and connected via messaging. In fos, a set of cooperating system servers which implement a single system service is called a fleet. However, a fundamental research challenge in this design is to identify the characteristics of such a fleet. Given the unprecedented variability in demand of the system resources, the OS fleets have to deploy elastic techniques to adapt to this variability at runtime.

We argue that the OS services have to deploy elastic techniques to adapt to this variability at runtime. In this talk, we advocate for elastic OS services, illustrate their feasibility and effectiveness in meeting the variable demands through our prototype system, dubbed elastic fos or “e-fos,” which provides elastic technologies for OS services in the fos operating system [3]. We furthermore showcase a prototype elastic file system service in e-fos and illustrate its effectiveness in meeting variable demands.
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